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Introduction

Vehicular transportation will undergo profound change over the next decades, due to developments such as
increasing mobility demands and increasingly autonomous driving. At the same time, rapidly increasing, massive
volumes of data that capture the movements of vehicles are becoming available. In this setting, the current vehicle
routing paradigm falls short, and we need new data-intensive paradigms. In a data-rich setting, travel costs such
as travel time are modeled as time-varying distributions: at a single point in time, the time needed to traverse a
road segment is given by a distribution. How can we best build, maintain, and use such distributions?
The travel cost of a route is obtained by convolving distributions that model the costs of the segments that
make up the route. This process is expensive and yields inaccurate results when dependencies exist among the
distributions. To avoid these problems, we need a path-centric paradigm, where costs are associated with arbitrary
paths in a road network graph, not just with edges. This paradigm thrives on data: more data is expected to
improve accuracy, but also efficiency. Next, massive trajectory data makes it possible to compute different travel
costs in different contexts, e.g., for different drivers, by using different subsets of trajectories depending on the
context. It is then no longer appropriate to assume that costs are available when routing starts; rather, we need
an on-the-fly paradigm, where costs can be computed during routing. Key challenges include how to achieve
efficiency and accuracy with sparse data. Finally, the above paradigms assume that the benefit, or cost, of a path
is quantified. As an alternative, we envision a cost-oblivious paradigm, where the objective is to return routes that
match the preferences of local, or expert, drivers without formalizing costs.
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Background

Vehicular transportation is an inherent aspect of society and our lives: many people rely on vehicular transportation
on a daily basis, we spend substantial time on transportation, and we are often forced to arrange our lives around
traffic. As a reflection of this, society spends very substantial resources on enabling safe, reliable, clean, and
inexpensive transportation. Due to a combination of interrelated developments, transportation will undergo
profound changes in the years to come.
First, a range of key enabling technologies have reached levels of sophistication that make (semi-)autonomous
vehicles possible. For example, Tesla cars already come with an autopilot that is a pre-cursor to autonomous
driving, and virtually all major vehicle manufacturers are working to make autonomous cars. The state of affairs
is similar to the one that applied to personal computing when Apple and Microsoft were created and the one that
applied to the Internet when Google was founded. Second, the sharing economy trend is also gaining traction
in relation to vehicular transportation, thus enabling better exploitation of under-utilized vehicles. For example,
Uber enables transportation in private vehicles by private drivers. Online ridesharing services such as Lyft enable
the sharing of trips. A large number of similar services exist across the globe. Next, other developments such as
urbanization and the needs to combat air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions will also impact transportation.
Many large cities are facing air quality problems, and the transportation sector is the second largest contributor to
GHG emissions, trailing only the energy sector.
These increasingly pressing developments promise a perfect storm for transportation: While it is not clear
exactly how this will play out, it is clear that transportation faces profound change. For example, Uber and similar
services may eventually do away with under-paid drivers. When a person goes to a movie theater and cannot
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find parking, the driver may instead let the car serve as a self-driving taxi, thus making money instead of paying
money for parking while watching a movie.
We are also witnessing a digitalization trend that is unprecedented in the history of humanity: We are increasingly instrumenting societal and industrial processes with networked sensors. As a result, we are accumulating
massive volumes of data that capture the states of processes and that may be used for enabling rational, data-driven
processes and data-driven decision making. This also applies to transportation. Vehicles are increasingly online,
via smartphones or built-in connectivity, and they are equipped with global navigation satellite system (GNSS)
positioning capabilities, e.g., Galileo, GPS, and Glonass, via smartphones or in-vehicle navigation systems. As a
result, rapidly increasing volumes of vehicle data are becoming available. This data includes vehicle trajectory
data, i.e., sequences of GNSS records that record time and location. This new data source captures transportation
at a level of detail never seen before.
With the diffusion of smartphones and in-vehicle navigation devices, routing is now available to a very large
fraction of the population on Earth. Indeed, the availability of routing is now taken for granted, and routing is
used widely. Further, the advances in autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles make it a safe bet that more
and more routing decisions will be taken by machines using some form of routing service, rather than by people.
Thus, the importance of routing will increase over the coming years.
The foundation for traditional routing was built at a time where little data was available. We contend that
given the above observations, new foundations are needed to enable routing capable of effectively exploiting
available data to enable efficient and accurate, high-resolution routing services.
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New Routing Paradigms

Traditional Routing The setting that underlies traditional routing services is one where a road network is
modeled as a weighted graph and where the weight of an edge captures the cost of traversing the road segment
modeled by the edge. In this setting, a graph with real-valued edge weights, capturing, e.g., travel distance, is
given and some routing algorithm is applied to identify a route from a source to a destination with the minimum
sum of edge weights. More advanced edge weights that capture travel time are also considered. While many
different routing algorithms exist for such weighted road-network graphs, the prototypical algorithm is Dijkstra’s
algorithm [1]; hence, we call this Dijkstra’s paradigm. This paradigm is well suited for settings were little
travel data is available. Notably, by assigning weights to the atomic paths, i.e., individual graph edges, the
paradigm makes the best possible use of available data. However, we contend that this simple edge-centric
paradigm is obsolete and hinders progress in settings were travel costs are extracted from trajectories. Dijkstra’s
paradigm falls short when it comes to exploiting massive volumes of trajectory data for enabling more accurate
and higher-resolution routing.
Given a (source, destination)-pair and a departure time, a typical routing service computes one or more paths
from the source to the destination with the fastest travel time as of the departure time. “High resolution” implies
that travel times in a road network are modeled (i) at a fine temporal granularity, as traffic changes continuously
and affects travel time, and (ii) as distributions, as different drivers may have different travel times even when
driving on the same path at the same time, and as traffic is inherently unpredictable. Further high resolution
implies that routing takes into account the particular context, e.g., the driver, yielding personalized routing, or
weather conditions [2, 3, 4].
We envision three new routing paradigms that are capable of exploiting massive trajectory data to enable
more accurate and higher-resolution routing services.
Path-centric paradigm In this paradigm, costs are associated with arbitrary paths in a road network graph,
rather than just with edges. This avoids unnecessary fragmentation of trajectories and automatically enables
detailed capture of dependencies as well as turning and waiting times at intersections. This paradigm thrives
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on data: the more trajectory data, the better the accuracy and resolution of the routing. Further, more data also
promises more efficient routing, which is less intuitive. With this paradigm, the cost, e.g., travel time, of an
arbitrary path is estimated from available costs of paths that intersect the path. Fewer costs have to be assembled
than in the edge-centric paradigm. For example, with costs being probability distributions and a path containing
100 edges, convolution must be applied 99 times to assemble 100 distributions into one in Dijkstra’s paradigm.
With sufficient trajectory data, a path may be covered by a few long paths with costs in the path-centric paradigm.
Thus, computing the path’s cost will require only a few convolutions. Thus, this paradigm holds the potential to
enable more efficient routing the more trajectory data that is available. In the extreme, computing the cost of an
arbitrary path can be achieved by means of a lookup, with no need for convolution. Next, when using Dijkstra’s
algorithm, intuitively, when a search has reached a graph vertex, the lowest-cost path to reach that vertex is known
and fixed; thus, all other paths for reaching the vertex can be disregarded, or pruned. In the new paradigm, the
cost of reaching a vertex can change when the search proceeds from the vertex because a different set of path
costs that reach into the past may be used. It may happen that the cost of the path used for reaching the vertex
increases and that a lower-cost path now exists.
In the path centric-paradigm, the underlying data structure is no longer just a graph, as path weights need to
be maintained, and the correctness of Dijkstra’s algorithm is no longer guaranteed. In initial work [5, 6], we have
taken first steps to define and explore some aspects of the path-centric paradigm. These studies confirm that the
paradigm holds substantial promise and is “the right” paradigm when massive trajectory data is available.
On-the-fly paradigm Next, massive trajectory data makes it possible to compute different travel costs in
different contexts, e.g., for different drivers, by using different subsets of trajectories depending on the context.
In this setting, it is no longer appropriate to assume that precomputed costs are available when routing starts,
which is the standard assumption. There are simply too many costs to compute and store, most of which will
never be used. Instead, we need an on-the-fly paradigm, where costs can be computed during routing. When,
during routing, we need to determine the cost distribution of an edge or a path, we need to retrieve the relevant
parts of the available trajectories that contain useful cost information given the particular context considered.
These parts are then used to form an accurate cost distribution. The retrieval task takes a path, the time-of-arrival
at the path, and contextual information such as a user identifier and weather information as arguments. Then
the task is to retrieve sub-trajectories that contain information relevant to these arguments. As a routing query
should preferably take less than 100 milliseconds, it is very difficult to achieve the necessary efficiency, and
indexing techniques are needed that go beyond existing techniques [7, 8, 9]. Another challenge is to determine
which trajectories to actually use when computing the most accurate weight distributions. We have conducted
preliminary studies focused on achieving better indexing [10] and understanding the accuracy problem [11, 12].
The studies indicate that the challenges are substantial.
Cost-oblivious paradigm The above paradigms rely on the same underlying assumption as does Dijkstra’s
paradigm: We use trajectory data for computing costs, and then we apply a routing algorithm to find lowest-cost
paths. In essence, these paradigms only use trajectories for extracting costs such as travel time and GHG emissions
[13]. However, trajectories contain much more information that could potentially be utilized for achieving better
routing: Trajectories tell which routes drivers follow and seemingly prefer. This paradigm is behavioral in the
sense that it aims to exploit this route-choice behavior. An earlier study [14] indicates that historical trajectories
are better at predicting the route a driver will take from a source to a destination than is the route returned by a
cost-based routing service. This study thus confirms that the cost-oblivious paradigm holds potential for enabling
better routing. And again, this is a paradigm that is shaped to thrive on data: If enough data is available to cover
all (source, destination)-pairs with trajectories, routing could be achieved by means of a lookup, with no need for
a travel-cost based routing algorithm. We have already proposed a simple route-recommendation solution and
have compared it with existing solutions [15]. These solutions do not contend well with sparse data. In addition,
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we have proposed a first attempt at making better use of sparse data [16] for path recommendation within this
paradigm.
Synergies It is important to observe that specific routing solutions can be composed of elements from Dijkstra’s
paradigm and all three new paradigms. For example, a predominantly on-the-fly solution may rely on precomputed edge weights as a fall-back; and if insufficient data is available to a cost-oblivious solution, some
limited form of routing may be applied. Beyond this, the fleshing out of the three paradigms relies on the same
experimental infrastructure, encompassing computing capabilities, software pipelines, data, and methodologies.
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Summary

In a world with more than 2.5 billion smartphone users and about 1 billion cars, and where routing decisions are
increasingly being made by machines, the line of research outlined here has the potential for very large societal
impact. It literally holds the potential to make a difference for on the order of a billion users. High-quality routing
has significant benefits. It can make transportation more predictable, an important property of a transportation
system that reduces the need to “leave early” and thus the time spent on transportation. In addition, it may
increase the capacity of an existing infrastructure by making each trip more efficient, making room for more trips,
and by incentivizing drivers to “spread out” their trips, e.g., by quantifying the time saved by traveling before or
after rush hour. Routing also holds the potential to reduce the GHG emissions per trip [17, 18]. Finally, the above
coverage of problems related to the use of massive trajectory data for value creation in transportation is by no
means exhaustive.
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